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Five ten guide tennie sale

Five Ten Guide Ten women's approach shoes are made so that every hiker can enjoy adequate foot protection. Thanks to the technically constructed sole, they are also great when crossing the route to the starting point for climbing. When exploring mountain trails, do you want to enjoy not only comfort
within your feet, but also cushioning and perfect sole grip? All these features combine the approximate Five Ten Guide Tennie. They have a range of facilities, giving you the ability to move more efficiently, while taking care of the comfort of every step you take. Five Ten Women's Guide Ten will not meet
the mountain approaches requirements. The carbon skin in the upper part is more resistant to accidental mechanical damage. It also maintains proper breathability, where it is supported by a mesh lining. Thanks to this, you can enjoy the dry climate of the skin longer even during increased effort. Classic
bindings that come almost to the squares are an element that should take care of the stability of the shoes. The ergonomic design of the shoes is also a factor designed to ensure that the model is in shape according to the female foot, while increasing comfort during use. In addition, the loop on the heel
will make it easy to put on. It is also worth paying attention to the classic style of footwear, which you can easily adapt to the various compound mountain outfits. The 50 guide ten does not use EVA foam, which is appreciated for its cushioning, as you can use every step of the way. This feature ensures
that you don't get tired quickly, and you'll be able to travel your planned route more efficiently. A very important element of footwear is also the sole. In this case, a combination of Italian Stealth quality® C4™ dotty tread was used™. This allows you to dampen the vibrations created during the march and
enjoy excellent adhesion of the model to the ground. This feature is extremely important because it allows you to take more confident steps when you get to the climbing site, without worrying about slipping on the bogged down terrain. More, the front cut of the Five Ten Guide Tennie is no coincidence as
climbing shoes. A more decapitated toe design and flat sole finish allow you to move more efficiently when you need to climb easier parts of the route. The five ten guide Tennie women's shoes were created in response to the needs of lovers of hiking on mountain trails. Due to the many technical
elements, they have the potential to become your favorite pair of mountain shoes. Five Guide Tennie key features: Zamszowa upper; Mesh lining maintains proper breathability; EVA foam dampens the foot; Stealth sole® C4™ and Dotty tread™ provide excellent grip; The decapitated design of the toes
and the flat finish of the sole here make it easier to climb into parts of the route; Lower bindings and ergonomic design provide a better fit for the female foot; The loop at the edge makes it easy to put on the shoes; The classic design will work well with different outfits. Weight (one shoe): approx. 333 g (m.
38) Stealth® C4™ – a specially designed rubber blend that ensures excellent shoe adhesion to the ground. In addition, it allows you to move more efficiently when climbing parts of the route and damming vibrations during the march. STEINEXKURS XXL – EVERYONE'S, YOU WERE WISSEN MUSST!
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